
Nottingham Collection

Hypnos is the only luxury bed company  
to actively supply the Royal British Family,  

the Royal Household & palaces.

A Royal Warrant from  
Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth II  

bestows Hypnos with a mark of excellence  
& supports Hypnos’ reputation of  

representing the very best  
of British quality. 

Each Hypnos bed is a masterpiece,  
a bespoke creation, handcrafted to perfection.  

Our dedication to quality, comfort &  
exquisite hand tailoring guarantee years  

of sumptuous & luxurious sleep.

EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTION TO  

www.bedsndreams.com.au



Nottingham Collection

FEATURES SOFT MEDIUM FIRM

Individual  
Sleep Surface  
Comfort Selection

  

Quality Knit  
Fabric treated  
with Health Guard™

  

Cool Sleep 
3D Spacer Fabric  
for Breathability

  

Gel Infused Memory 
Foam & Premium 
Foam Comfort Layers

  

7 Zone  
Pocketed Coil  
with Edge Support

  

Rest Assured 

15 year warr ant y 

SPECIFICATIONSQUALIT Y STATEMENT 
For more than 100 years, Hypnos have  

upheld an unwavering commitment to quality 

using only the finest materials. Our skilled artisans’ 

meticulous attention to detail is exhibited in every  

fibre of these beds.

Our dedication to crafting beautiful beds  

goes beyond traditional values of excellence 

and embraces contemporary design and latest 

technologies. This means that every bed we create, 

offers you the ultimate sleeping experience.

INDIVIDUAL FEEL
At Hypnos we understand that a bed  

specifically tailored to your exact requirements  

is essential to restful sleep and personal sense of  

well-being. No two people are the same, which  

means the individual qualities we require from  

a bed differ from person to person. 

The Hypnos Nottingham Collection  

of mattresses can be selected with varying degrees  

of firmness. Pick from a range of comfort options 

hand built to your exact requirements. 

Your bed can be as unique as you.

cool sleep 
airflow

individual  
sleep comfort

quality knit 
fabric

7 zoned 
pocket coil 

traditionally 
handcrafted

gel infused  
memory foam


